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A frequent question as technology improves and becomes increasingly complex, is
how we enable technological solutions and models inspired by biological systems.
Creating technology based on humans is challenging and costly as human brains and
cognition are complex. The honeybee has emerged as a valuable comparative model
which exhibits some cognitive-like behaviors. The relative simplicity of the bee brain
compared to large mammalian brains enables learning tasks, such as categorization,
that can be mimicked by simple neural networks. Categorization of abstract concepts
can be essential to how we understand complex information. Odd and even numerical
processing is known as a parity task in human mathematical representations, but
there appears to be a complete absence of research exploring parity processing
in non-human animals. We show that free-flying honeybees can visually acquire the
capacity to differentiate between odd and even quantities of 1–10 geometric elements
and extrapolate this categorization to the novel numerosities of 11 and 12, revealing
that such categorization is accessible to a comparatively simple system. We use this
information to construct a neural network consisting of five neurons that can reliably
categorize odd and even numerosities up to 40 elements. While the simple neural
network is not directly based on the biology of the honeybee brain, it was created to
determine if simple systems can replicate the parity categorization results we observed
in honeybees. This study thus demonstrates that a task, previously only shown in
humans, is accessible to a brain with a comparatively small numbers of neurons.
We discuss the possible mechanisms or learning processes allowing bees to perform
this categorization task, which range from numeric explanations, such as counting, to
pairing elements and memorization of stimuli or patterns. The findings should encourage
further testing of parity processing in a wider variety of animals to inform on its
potential biological roots, evolutionary drivers, and potential technology innovations for
concept processing.

Keywords: even, honeybee (Apis mellifera), neuromorphic, numerical cognition, simple artificial neural
network, odd
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INTRODUCTION

Categorization is the ability to group certain objects or elements
together on the basis of similar perceptual or functional
properties while the objects are still distinguishable from each
other (Zentall et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2004; Benard et al.,
2006). Categorization enables an efficient mechanism to group
objects or events by shared properties (Troje et al., 1999; Zentall
et al., 2002). For example, non-human animals can categorize
visual stimuli such as photographs of humans (Herrnstein and
Loveland, 1964), animals (Freedman et al., 2001), or food
(Bovet and Vauclair, 1998).

Parity (odd/even grouping) is typically considered a relatively
abstract mathematical property (Krueger and Hallford, 1984;
Krueger, 1986; Clark and Campbell, 1991; Dehaene et al., 1993)
which can be described as a form of number categorization. The
task of classifying a numerosity as odd or even is defined and
presumably determined by numerical calculations, for example,
being able to determine whether a number is a multiple of two
or not (Clark and Campbell, 1991), although other potential
mechanisms are described in the “Discussion” section. Parity
has been considered by some authors as a more demanding
task than magnitude comparison (Dehaene and Cohen, 1991;
Dehaene et al., 1993) in terms of the complexity of numerical
calculations needed to determine whether a number is even
or odd (Clark and Campbell, 1991). Studies of parity tasks in
humans have revealed differences in physical spatial relationships
(e.g., handedness) (Berch et al., 1999; Reynvoet and Brysbaert,
1999; Nuerk et al., 2004), accuracy, and reaction times between
odd and even numbers (Hines, 1990; Nuerk et al., 2005; Alards-
Tomalin et al., 2016). For example, when Arabic numerals were
presented to participants on a computer screen and participants
were required to respond using keys with their left or right hand,
even numbers were responded to faster with the right hand than
with the left hand. Similarly, odd numbers were responded to
more quickly with the left hand than the right (Reynvoet and
Brysbaert, 1999). Even numbers are also categorized more quickly
and accurately than odd numbers in humans (Hines, 1990; Nuerk
et al., 2005; Alards-Tomalin et al., 2016). There are linguistic
effects on parity categorization; children aged between about 8–
15 years old typically associate the word “even” with “right” and
the word “odd” with “left” (Berch et al., 1999). These findings
suggest that odd and even processing tasks potentially have a
biological grounding in how numbers are processed beyond
cultural transmission. However, no study to our knowledge
has previously assessed the ability of non-human animals to
perform a parity task.

The honeybee is an appealing comparative model
species for testing visual and cognitive tasks (Zhang, 2006;
Srinivasan, 2010; Avarguès-Weber et al., 2011a,b; Dyer,
2012). Honeybees can be trained to complete tasks and learn
concepts including size discrimination (Avarguès-Weber
et al., 2014; Howard et al., 2017a,b), same/different rules
(Giurfa et al., 2001), and maze navigation (Collett et al.,
1993; Zhang et al., 1996, 2000). Bees can also categorize
natural visual stimuli (Zhang et al., 2004), abstract stimuli
(Benard et al., 2006), and even human face-like stimuli
(Avarguès-Weber et al., 2010b). For example, while human

face-like stimuli are seemingly biologically irrelevant to
honeybees, individuals can group either face-like or non-face-
like stimuli, thereby demonstrating a capacity to categorize
complex abstract stimuli using configural type processing
(Avarguès-Weber et al., 2010b).

Invertebrates, including honeybees, have demonstrated
widespread non-symbolic numerical abilities (Bortot et al.,
2021). Free-flying honeybees have demonstrated a limited
numerical ability to count and discriminate quantities of one
to four (Chittka and Geiger, 1995; Dacke and Srinivasan,
2008; Gross et al., 2009) with classical appetitive conditioning
methods. This limit of four is known as a “subitizing” number
processing limit that appears common across species from
very different taxonomic backgrounds (Jevons, 1871; Kaufman
et al., 1949; Miller, 1956; Simons and Langheinrich, 1982; Trick
and Pylyshyn, 1994; Chittka and Geiger, 1995; Piazza et al.,
2002; Tomonaga and Matsuzawa, 2002; Saaty and Ozdemir,
2003; Agrillo et al., 2008; Dacke and Srinivasan, 2008; Gross
et al., 2009; Cowan, 2010; Gómez-Laplaza and Gerlai, 2011;
Rugani et al., 2013; Seguin and Gerlai, 2017), although for
some species it is higher or lower than four (Hassmann, 1952;
Miller, 1956; Simons and Langheinrich, 1982; Davis and Pérusse,
1988; Saaty and Ozdemir, 2003; Nieder, 2005; Cowan, 2010;
Carazo et al., 2012). The existence of a numerical processing
limit at about four objects/elements, suggests the underlying
neural mechanism may be evolutionarily conserved (Giurfa,
2019). Using appetitive-aversive conditioning procedures, where
correct choices result in a reward while errors result in an aversive
outcome and thus promote visual attention (Avarguès-Weber
et al., 2010a), honeybees can acquire the capacity to discriminate
between quantities above the subitizing limit of four (Howard
et al., 2018a, 2019c). Honeybees have become an important
comparative model for understanding numerical cognition
and have demonstrated an ability to order zero numerosity
at the lower end of the positive number line (Howard et al.,
2018b,a), perform simple addition and subtraction (Howard
et al., 2019a,b), match abstract characters to small quantities
(Howard et al., 2019d), relate size and number concepts (Bortot
et al., 2019b), and perform quantity discrimination (Howard
et al., 2018a, 2019c, 2020a; Bortot et al., 2019a).

Due to the demonstration of efficient learning of cognitive-like
problems in honeybees (Zhang and Srinivasan, 2004; Srinivasan,
2010; Avarguès-Weber and Giurfa, 2013), they are also becoming
a popular insect model for bio-inspired technology. Insects,
such as honeybees, demonstrate many goal-directed and plastic
behaviors that are currently beyond the capacity of today’s
artificial systems (Helgadóttir et al., 2013). This ability makes
them useful in a range of bio-inspired technologies and designs
including computing, sensory processing in robots, and concept
learning in machines (Helgadóttir et al., 2013; Sandin et al.,
2014; Kleyko et al., 2015). The examination of honeybee flight
strategies, cognition, and vision have been useful in developing
artificial intelligence, flight control, aerial machine navigation,
accurate distance estimation, successful landing procedures, and
the regulation of flying height (Srinivasan et al., 1999; Srinivasan,
2006, 2011; Bukovac et al., 2013). Honeybee processing has also
been used in the creation of computational models of biological
systems, known as neuromorphic systems.
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Neuromorphic systems are designed for processing real-world
problems by being able to cope with uncertainty and use brain-
like computations. Honeybees live in complex environments and
can learn concepts to solve problems, thus they are considered
an ideal model for neuromorphic systems (Helgadóttir et al.,
2013; Sandin et al., 2014; Kleyko et al., 2015). More recently,
some authors have shown that simple artificial neural networks
consisting of a small number of neurons are able to perform
some of the complex numerical tasks which honeybees have
successfully learnt. For example, Vasas and Chittka (2019)
were able to demonstrate that a neural network consisting of
just four neurons could distinguish between numerosities up
to six elements. Similarly, MaBouDi et al. (2021) created a
simple neural network of nine neurons which could solve a
numerosity task using spatial frequency as a cue. This recent
work suggests that honeybees may be useful in designing
more efficient neuromorphic computing systems which use
less computational power than many current solutions. The
advantage of bio-inspired neural models is that Darwinian
evolution has likely enabled efficient solutions as biological brains
need to be highly efficient with energy (Niven et al., 2007). For
example, an integrated circuit based on the biological principle
of spiking neurons is capable of operating on significantly lower
energy requirements (Merolla et al., 2014), and neuromorphic
computing solutions may avoid the complexity and cost of
traditional computer architectures (Sandin et al., 2014).

Given the ability of honeybees to learn abstract numerical
tasks, we decided to investigate whether bees may be able
to learn to discriminate between odd vs. even numerosities.
We employed appetitive-aversive conditioning as has previously
been shown to promote visual attention and learning (Chittka
et al., 2003; Avarguès-Weber et al., 2010a; Howard et al.,
2019c). To elicit mechanistic solutions, it is possible to construct
artificial neural networks that simulate how a low number of
neurons can learn seemingly complex mathematical problems.
Such work reveals that as few as four neurons are capable of
processing quantities and also enable concept processing like
empty sets (zero) being quantitatively less than positive integers
(Vasas and Chittka, 2019).

Here we test and demonstrate the capacity of honeybees
to learn to categorize odd and even numerosities of elements
between one and ten, and extrapolate that acquired knowledge to
categorize novel numbers in terms of parity. We then constructed
a simple neural network to understand if a miniature artificial
brain can have access to processing the concepts of odd and
even. We discuss how such simple neural mechanisms can benefit
neuromorphic computing by enabling alternative architectures
that can be implemented which save time, energy, and money.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiment 1: Odd vs. Even
Categorization by Honeybees
Study Species and Recruitment
Experiments were conducted with free-flying honeybees (Apis
mellifera) in Toulouse, France during summer in 2017. Foragers

(n = 26) were recruited from a gravity feeder providing ca. 10–
20 % (by volume) sucrose solution, and each marked with a
different color on the thorax to identify individual bees used in
the experiments. Honeybees were recruited from over 25 hives
maintained at Paul Sabatier University in Toulouse, France.

Apparatus
Individual honeybees were trained to visit a vertical rotating
screen, 50 cm in diameter (Dyer et al., 2005). The screen
allowed the spatial arrangement of stimuli to be randomly
changed throughout the experiment, thus excluding positional
cues. Stimuli were presented vertically on 6 × 8 cm moveable
hangers with a landing platform attached below the presentation
area. Hangers and surrounding screen areas were washed with
30% ethanol and then water between choices, foraging bouts, and
before each test to prevent the use of olfactory cues (Zhang et al.,
1996; Howard et al., 2017a,b). One bee was tested at a time during
training and testing phases, which typically lasted 2–4 h per bee.

Four stimuli (two stimuli with an identical even number of
elements; two stimuli with an identical odd number of elements)
were presented simultaneously above landing platforms on
the respective hangers. During training a 10 µL drop of
either 50% sucrose solution (CS+) or 60 mM quinine solution
(CS-) were placed on the platforms and used as rewarding
and punishing outcomes for correct and incorrect choices,
respectively, during the training phase, as this promotes
enhanced visual discrimination performance (Avarguès-Weber
et al., 2010a) and quantity discrimination (Howard et al., 2019c).

Stimuli
All stimuli were covered with 80 µm Lowell laminate. Stimuli
were 6 × 6 cm white card squares presenting multiple
black geometrical elements varying in size (Figure 1 and
Supplementary Figure 1). Each stimulus was composed of
elements of a single shape out of four options: circle, square,
diamond, or triangle. The stimuli were changed following a
pseudo-random order between bouts (return of bee to the
hive), therefore a bee could make multiple choices (up to six)
on the same set of stimuli in a single bout, although this
was uncommon (generally 2–3 choices). During the preference
test and training phase, the number of elements presented to
bees ranged from 1 to 10 and only three of the four possible
element shapes (circle, square, diamond, triangle) were used
(Supplementary Figure 1). During the transfer test stimuli
consisted of 11 or 12 elements of the same four possible element
shapes (Supplementary Figure 1). The cumulated surface area
of the black elements was 10 ± 0.3 cm2 regardless of shape,
configuration, or number of elements. It is important to note
that non-numerical cues correlating with magnitude, such as
surface area, perimeter, edge length, spatial frequency, convex
hull, density, or size of elements, do not predict the parity
of a stimulus and thus bees were unable to use these cues to
solve the task. There were 180 different stimuli available to be
presented consisting of different element number, shape, and
overall element configuration (Supplementary Figure 1) and
additionally each stimulus could be presented at one of four
rotational orientations (with the exception of symmetrical stimuli
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FIGURE 1 | Sequence of the different phases of Experiment 1 and examples
of stimuli which could be presented to a bee during the preference test,
learning phase, learning test, and transfer test.

such as those containing one element). In addition, odd and
even numbers were presented in a pseudo-random order, within
subject, to ensure ∼50% of even numbers were higher than the
odd number and∼50% were lower than the odd number, thereby
excluding bees from learning a magnitude task. Stimuli were
analyzed for symmetry to determine if this could be a possible
cue for bees to learn to classify numerosities as odd or even
(Giurfa et al., 1996). We compared the horizontal and vertical
bisections of all stimuli for symmetry scores and compared
these between odd and even stimuli. There were no significant
differences in symmetry between odd and even stimuli (see
Supplementary Material for full details), thus this could not be a
cue driving bee choices.

Overview of Learning and Testing Phases
A counter-balanced design was used for this experiment, where
one group of bees was trained to associate stimuli consisting of an
even number of elements with a reward (n = 13), while a second
group of independent bees were trained to associate stimuli
containing an odd number of elements with a reward (n = 13).
Group testing order was random. The experiment consisted of
four parts: Preference Test, Learning Phase, Learning Test, and

Transfer Test (Figure 1). Refresher training occurred between the
learning and transfer tests to maintain bee motivation to revisit
the apparatus and lasted for one foraging bout (Howard et al.,
2017a,b). A choice was defined as a bee touching or landing on
the hanger platform and tasting the drop of sucrose or quinine
for learning trials. For the tests, a choice was considered as any
touch of a hanger platform or the stimulus.

Preference Test
After bees had learnt to land on the hanger platforms without
stimuli present (gray background) to receive a reward of sucrose,
we conducted a preference test. The preference test involved
recording 20 unreinforced choices (no reward or punishment
for landings) for two numbers which were randomly selected
to include one even and one odd number consisting of 1–10
elements (Figure 1) using one randomly selected element shape
from the four options. In this test we thus determined if bees had
any prior preferences to odd or even element numbers prior to
the learning phase. A 10 µL drop of water was used as a neutral
substance to motivate bees to land on the platforms.

Learning Phase
Learning phase stimuli were displayed on hangers and choices of
bees were recorded until individuals reached a criterion of≥ 80%
for 10 consecutive choices (one trial block) after a minimum of
20 choices had been made (Howard et al., 2018a). A choice/trial
during training was defined as a visit to the stimulus including
drinking/tasting the substance on the hanger platform using the
proboscis, antennae, or leg (Morawetz et al., 2013). Stimuli were
randomly allocated for each bee and changed between bouts
and landings. Two randomly selected numbers consisting of 3–
8 elements (excluding boundary numbers; one randomly selected
even number and one randomly selected odd number) were not
presented to bees during the learning phase so these two numbers
could be used as novel test stimuli during the learning test.

Bees generally made between 2 and 6 correct choices during
each bout before they became satiated and returned to the hive.
When a bee made an incorrect choice, it was allowed to continue
making choices until a correct choice was made. Once a bee made
a correct choice, it was collected onto a plexiglass spoon providing
a 10 µL drop of 50% sucrose solution and placed behind an
opaque barrier one meter away from the screen to drink while the
stimulus element number and positions were randomly changed,
and the platforms and surrounding areas were cleaned. After this,
bees could either continue making choices or return to the hive
if satiated. Bees generally returned from the hive within 5 min,
during which time the apparatus was cleaned, new stimuli were
placed on the hangers, and drops of sucrose and quinine were
placed onto the hanger platforms. After bees had reached the
learning criterion, they were collected onto a plexiglass spoon
with sucrose, allowed to drink until satiated and then returned to
the hive so the test stimuli could be introduced. Bees could then
return to the experiment for the testing phases.

Learning Test
The learning and transfer tests were conducted in a pseudo-
random order, balancing the number of times the learning or
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transfer test occurred first. After bees had reached criterion in the
learning phase, we presented a learning test using novel numbers,
shape, and patterns to determine if bees had learnt to discriminate
between “even” and “odd” numerosities. Numerosities used
in this test were randomly chosen at the beginning of each
experiment, excluding the two lowest or highest quantities in the
training set (i.e., excluding 1, 2, 9, and 10; one randomly selected
even number and one randomly selected odd number: 3, 5, or 7
and 4, 6, or 8). We recorded 20 unreinforced choices for this test.
A 10 µL drop of water was placed on the platforms to motivate
bees to land during the learning test.

Transfer Test
The transfer test to higher quantities outside of the original
training set consisted of presenting bees with stimuli containing
11 and 12 elements of novel shape and pattern. This test
aimed to determine if bees could differentiate between odd and
even numerosities outside of the training set. We recorded 20
unreinforced choices per bee for this test. A 10 µL drop of water
was placed on the platforms to motivate bees to land during
the transfer test.

Time Recordings
Using a video camera, we were able to record the duration of both
tests for seven of the bees (four trained to even; three trained to
odd) to determine if there was a difference in the time taken to
complete a test with lower numbers (learning test: 3–8 elements)
and higher numbers (transfer test: 11 and 12 elements). The time
was measured from the first choice to the last choice of the bee
over the course of 20 choices.

Statistical Analysis
Did Bees Have an Innate Preference for Odd or Even
Numerosities?
To determine whether bees had any prior preference to odd
or even numerosities before training we estimated the mean
of the “even number” choices, the intercept of a generalized
linear mixed model (GLMM) with a binomial response, using
individual bees as a random, categorical variable to account
for the repeated measurements. Choice (even or odd number)
was coded as a binary response (even or odd) modeled by
a binomial distribution. The statistical tests and models were
performed on the R environment for statistical analysis using the
routine “glmer” available as part of the “lme4” package written
for the R statistical language, run in R version 4.0.3 analysis
(R Core Team, 2020).

Did Bees in Both Groups Learn Equally?
To determine if the bees in the two groups (trained to even;
trained to odd) learnt equally, we statistically compared the
number of trials required for bees to achieve criterion in both
groups by means of a GLM model. The response variable
included the number of trials taken to reach criteria by bees
belonging to each group and stimuli group as a categorical
predictor with two levels: even and odd. We initially assumed
a Poisson distribution to model the response variable but the
resulting model was overdispersed (overdispersion = 2.98). We
thus assumed a negative binomial distribution for the response

variable as usually done to alleviate overdispersion of Poisson
models (Zuur et al., 2013). We used the routine “glm.nb” available
in the package MASS (Venables and Ripley, 2002) for the R
statistical program to fit the negative binomial model.

Could Bees Learn and Apply Odd and Even Number
Categorization?
To determine whether bees could apply the concepts of odd
and even in the learning and transfer tests with novel numbers,
patterns, and shape, we analyzed the learning and transfer test
data with the same statistic as described in section “Did Bees
Have an Innate Preference for Odd or Even Numerosities?”.
We estimated the mean of the “correct” choices, the intercept
of a GLMM with a binomial response, using individual bee ID
as a random, categorical variable to account for the repeated
measurements. Choice (correct or incorrect) was coded as a
binary response modeled by a binomial distribution.

Were Results Consistent Across Groups and Tests?
We implemented a GLMM to determine if there were any
asymmetries within the two tests (learning test; transfer test)
and between the two groups trained to “even” and “odd”
numbers. The model consisted of two fixed factors: test type and
experimental group both with two levels, an interaction term
between these two predictors, and a random term to account for
the repeated measures collected from each individual bee. The
response variable of the model consisted of the outcome of bee
choices for each of the 20 trials coded as correct or incorrect.
A binomial distribution was assumed for the response variable.
The two levels of the test factor were learning test and transfer
test. The two levels of the experimental group factor were bees
trained to “even” numbers and bees trained to “odd” numbers.
A total of 26 bees were divided across the two levels of the
experimental group factor (13 in each group), and each bee was
then tested under all levels of the test factor.

The model was fitted using the routine “glmer” available in
the lme4 library (Bates et al., 2015) available for the R language.
Statistical significance of the model terms was tested by means
of Type III Wald Chi square test using routines available in the
package car (Fox and Weisberg, 2019) for R.

Was There a Difference in Time Taken to Perform the Tests?
To determine if there was a difference in the time taken for
bees to complete the learning test with lower numbers ranging
from 3 to 8 compared to the transfer test of higher numbers
11 and 12, we used a Wilcoxon signed-rank test comparing
the two related conditions (each bee participated in both tests).
We compared seven bees for the time taken to complete the
learning and transfer tests. This analysis was performed on the
R environment for statistical analysis (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981;
R Core Team, 2020).

Analysis of the Stimuli
To determine whether there was a significant difference in
the spatial information content for the odd and even stimuli,
we calculated the rotational average of the power spectrum of
each image to produce a frequency spectrum for each image
using the fast Fourier transform routine available in MATLAB
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release 2016b. We then calculated the area under each spectrum
corresponding to the stimuli of the odd and even sets, and
compared them by means of a Wilcoxon rank-sum test.

Experiment 2: Discrimination of 11 vs. 12
Using a similar protocol as detailed above in Experiment 1,
we trained and tested bees on their ability to discriminate
between stimuli containing 11 and 12 elements. This experiment
was performed in 2018, as their ability to categorize those
numerosities during the transfer test in the Experiment 1 was
unexpected considering the honeybee’s previous limit of counting
and discriminating numerosities. One group (n = 5) was trained
to choose 11 elements while a second group was trained to
choose 12 elements (n = 5). The learning test to determine if
bees could differentiate between 11 vs. 12 was conducted with
stimuli similar to the training set of novel patterns while the
transfer test was conducted with multiple randomized, previously
unseen element shapes (Supplementary Figure 3). We have
provided video footage of an example of a bee completing this
task (Supplementary Video 1).

Stimuli
Stimuli were 6 × 6 cm white card squares presenting multiple
black elements. All stimuli were covered with 80 µm Lowell
laminate. Elements were one of four shapes: circle, square,
diamond, or triangle. The stimuli were changed following a
random order between bouts (return of bee to the hive).
During all phases of training and testing, bees were presented
with stimuli containing either 11 or 12 elements, where one
numerosity was rewarding and the other was punishing (counter-
balanced). There were 66 different stimuli available to be
presented consisting of different element number, shape, and
overall element configuration (Supplementary Figure 3) and
additionally each stimulus could be presented at one of four
orientations. The training and learning test stimuli were varied
between having equal overall black surface area for the pattern
(set 1; equal black surface area of 10 cm2) and elements all of equal
surface area (set 2; each element was 1 cm2). The transfer test
stimuli were random shapes and objects not previously presented
to bees (set 3).

Statistical Analysis
To determine whether bees could discriminate between the
quantities 11 and 12 during testing, we estimated the mean of the
“even number” choices, the intercept of a GLMM with a binomial
response, using individual bees as a random, categorical variable
to account for the repeated measurements. Choice (11 or 12) was
defined as a fixed effect with a binary response. The statistical tests
and models were performed on the R environment for statistical
analysis (R Core Team, 2020).

Experiment 3: Odd vs. Even
Categorization by a Simple Neural
Network
To understand if a simple neural network is potentially able
to perform odd and even categorizations of numerosities, we
built and tested a model based on five neurons. The number of

FIGURE 2 | The neural network with weightings marked with directed arrows.

neurons employed was derived by a preliminary logic analyses of
what type of network might plausibly enable processing (Vasas
and Chittka, 2019). Our model was implemented in Python
3 and is schematically depicted in Figure 2 by employing a
simple propagation through the neural network that is iterated
concurrently with the signal.

The network comprises the following five neurons: Signal,
True, two intermediary neurons, and Output. The Signal neuron
receives a processed string of short excitations, modeled as a
list of uniform strength signals (normalized to 1) separated by
dormant regions of 0 magnitude of varying lengths. The two
intermediary neurons model Even and Odd, respectively, filtering
out the cases where the signal is even or odd and then affect the
appropriate modification to the Output neuron. This is achieved
using feedback from the state of the Output neuron. The Output
neuron acts as both ongoing storage and the read-out value. The
True neuron is activated at all points in time and is used for
filtering the required strength of inputs to elicit a reaction from
the activation function. Both the True and Output have strong
weightings with themselves, meaning that without outside affects
they hold their values indefinitely. In the modeling experiments
a signal was entered concurrently with the propagation by setting
the signal neuron’s value according to a signal list. New neuron
values [Xn (t + 1)] are obtained by summing the weighted values
of all neurons (wmXm(t)) before passing them into the activation
function.

Xn(t + 1) = f

(∑
m

wmXm(t)

)
We used the linear activation/cleaning function from Vasas and
Chittka (2019), which is motivated by neurons mirroring rapidity
responses between a maximum and minimum value:

f (x) =


0 x ≤ 0
x 0 < x < 1
1 1 ≤ x
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FIGURE 3 | The activation profiles of the neurons in the artificial neural network, for a sample signal of 6 pulses. The output is 1 for an odd signal and 0 for an
even one.

The weighting values are specifically calculated to create the
desired effect and not generated through a regression or
optimization algorithm. The values of all neurons are initialized
dormant (with a value of 0) except the True neuron which is
initialized at 1.

An example of the implementation of the model can be seen in
Figure 3, with the Signal (red) and complementary firings of the
two intermediary neurons (Even—green, Odd—black) at a minor
delay of one time step, with the Output neuron (blue) toggling
states at another slight delay. The True neuron has been omitted
for clarity but has a value of 1 at all times during the process.

Because of the concurrent signal feed into the neural network
through the Signal neuron the computation time scales linearly
with the length of the signal and is not directly affected by the size
of the number being counted (except insofar as larger numbers
will likely generate longer signals, and it must be possible for a
sensory system to resolve such information). It is also not related
to subitization thresholds nor explicitly related to counting and
memory storage, only requiring the ability to separate all the
objects being counted without repetition, a task which has
been demonstrated to be possible for numbers larger than the
subitization threshold (Howard et al., 2019c). The characteristics
of the iterative method imply an ability to extrapolate accurate
results for elements outside a learning set.

Whilst we cannot maintain this simple artificial neural
network is indeed how an individual honeybee might actually
learn to solve odd/even categorizations, the proposed neurons
are consistent with how phasic or tonic neuron responses

are processed in bee brains. For example, the flow of visual
information in the bee eye begins at the retina level within
each ommatidia, which subsequently project inputs to visual
sequential processing areas including the lamina, the medulla,
and the lobula before integration processing by the mushroom
body (Menzel, 1973; Hertel and Maronde, 1987; Hertel et al.,
1987; Yang and Maddess, 1997; Paulk et al., 2008). In the
lobula of the bumblebee brain there are six anatomically
distinct layers that display different levels of phasic–tonic, phasic,
tonic, and/or on–off responses following visual stimulation
including motion sensitivity (Paulk et al., 2008) as might be
engaged in bee scanning of patterns (Vasas and Chittka, 2019).
Our model is thus biologically plausible, and demonstrates
that a parity categorization task might be possible using
relatively few neurons.

RESULTS

Experiment 1: Odd vs. Even
Categorization by Honeybees
Using appetitive-aversive differential (reward-aversion)
conditioning (Avarguès-Weber et al., 2010a; Howard et al.,
2019c), bees were trained to choose either “even” numerosities
of elements (Group 1) or “odd” numerosities of elements (Group
2) as the correct option. Bees were trained to reach a criterion
of≥ 80% over 10 choices using the quantities of 1–10 (Figure 1).
All bees reached criterion by 70 choices and none were discarded
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FIGURE 4 | Bee performance during the learning and test phases: initial preference test, learning test, and transfer test. Data shown are means ± standard error of
the mean (SEM) for both treatment groups (even; odd). N = 13 bees were used in each group for each test, 26 bees were tested overall. Black line at 50% indicates
the chance level performance. (A) Results of the learning phase (before reaching criterion). Closed blue circles show bees trained to even numbers while open red
circles show results for bees trained to choose odd numbers. Larger circles show the mean ± SEM and smaller circles show the individual results of each bee.
(B) Results of the preference, learning, and transfer tests for the respective groups (even; odd). Initial preference test shows the results of all 26 bees for their initial
preference (before training) for even element numbers. Black circles show the individual results of each bee for all tests. Significance from chance level performance
is indicated by NS > 0.05, *** ≥ 0.001. There was no significant difference between the learning and transfer tests.

from analysis. Before this learning phase was conducted, bees
were tested for their potential preference for even or odd
numerosities of elements for 20 choices (using quantities 1–10).
After training, bees were tested on their ability to categorize
novel numbers within the learning set (learning test; 20 choices;
3–8 elements), and novel numbers outside of the learning set
(transfer test; 20 choices; 11 vs. 12 elements; Figure 1).

Preference Test
Overall bees chose even numbers in 47.7 ± 3.8% of choices
[mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM)] and odd numbers
in 52.3 ± 3.8% of choices. These choices were not significant
from chance (H0 = 50%, z =−0.396, P = 0.692, n = 26), therefore
there was no evidence of a significant preference for odd or even
numerosities among bees before training began.

Learning Phase
All bees in the group trained to even numbers (Group 1, n = 13)
reached criterion within 70 choices, with an average of 49.0± 4.0
choices to reach criterion (Figure 4A). All bees in the group
trained to odd numbers (Group 2, n = 13) reached criterion
within 50 choices with an average of 36.0 ± 2.0 choices to
reach criterion (Figure 4A). There was a significant difference in
number of trials/choices taken to reach criteria between the two
groups (z =−3.129, P = 0.002) with bees trained to associate odd
numerosities with a reward reaching criterion in less choices.

Learning and Transfer Tests
In the learning test, bees trained to even numbers (Group 1) chose
the correct stimulus with an accuracy of 74.6± 4.3%. The number

of correct choices made during the unreinforced learning test
was significantly higher than the chance expectation equivalent to
50% (z = 4.599, P < 0.001, n = 13). Bees trained to odd numbers
(Group 2) chose correct stimulus with an accuracy of 69.2± 4.7%
(z = 4.742, P < 0.001, n = 13; Figure 4B).

In the transfer test, where bees were presented with odd
and even numbers of novel shape and pattern from outside of
the learning set boundaries, the group trained to associate even
numerosities with a reward (Group 1) chose the correct stimulus
with an accuracy of 72.7 ± 4.1% (z = 4.627, P < 0.001, n = 13).
Bees trained to associate odd numbers with a reward (Group
2) chose the correct stimulus with an accuracy of 68.5 ± 2.9%
(z = 5.693, P < 0.001, n = 13; Figure 4B).

We found no significant effect of the interaction term in the
GLMM fitted to test for consistency in the accuracy of the bees
performance, evidencing that the proportion of correct choices
was the same between tests and groups (test× groups: χ2 = 0.010,
df = 1, P = 0.920). Moreover, we found no significant difference
in the proportion of correct choices obtained by bees in the
learning and transfer tests (χ2 = 2.99, df = 1, P = 0.083), nor
in the proportion of correct choices obtained for the even and
odd groups (χ2 = 0.389, df = 1, P = 0.533). This shows that bees
can learn and transfer the concepts of odd and even numbers
to novel numbers within and beyond their training set with
similar accuracy.

Count data from the learning test for bees trained to even
[Shapiro-Wilk’s test (W) = 0.840, df = 13, P = 0.021] or odd
(W = 0.844, df = 13, P = 0.022) were not normally distributed.
Count data for bees trained to even (W = 0.869, df = 13, P = 0.050)
and odd (W = 0.952, df = 13, P = 0.632) in the transfer test
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FIGURE 5 | Test duration for completing the learning and transfer tests. Data
shown are means ± SEM for the learning and transfer tests. N = 7 bees were
recorded for the time taken to complete each test. Black circles show
individual data for each bee. Significantly different results are indicated by
∗
≥ 0.05.

were normally distributed. We thus performed an additional
robust split-plot ANOVA on 20% trimmed means (Q statistic)
(Wilcox, 2011) to validate the results of the parametric test.
Results supported the findings of the first analysis evidencing
that there was no significant difference between the correct
choices performed by bees trained to even or odd numerosities
(Q = 0.006, P = 0.942), nor differences between the different tests
(Q = 1.69, P = 0.213). The interaction term between the two
factors was also non-significant at α = 0.05 (Q = 0.160, P = 0.695).
This shows bees reliably transferred the acquired concepts from
the learning set to the novel numbers of 11 and 12.

Analysis of Time
To assist in understanding potential mechanisms that might
enable parity categorization in bees, we additionally compared
the time taken to complete each test for seven bees (recording
from the first choice of a stimulus to the last choice in the test).
In the learning test with a lower number of elements, bees took
an average of 45.0 ± 5.8 s to complete the task (n = 7), while
in the transfer test with a higher number of elements, bees took
61.0 ± 9.3 s to finish (n = 7; Figure 5). There was a significant
difference between the two test times [Wilcoxon signed-rank test
value (W) = 2.000, P = 0.041], which could be due to a number
of reasons including the task complexity, discussed below in the
“Discussion” section.

Analysis of Stimuli
The plots of the Fourier rotational values are shown in Figure 6.
We found no significant difference between the total area of

FIGURE 6 | Log-log plot of spatial frequency spectra for (A) even and (B) odd
stimuli used during experiments. Data plotted are the 92 stimuli for the even
set and the 88 stimuli for the odd set. There is no significant difference
between mean value of the power spectra of the odd and even stimuli.

the power spectra corresponding to the even and odd stimuli
[Wilcoxon-rank sum statistic (W) = 3836, P = 0.545].

Experiment 2: Discrimination of 11 vs. 12
As bees performed the transfer test in Experiment 1 at a level
significant from chance, we tested their performance on learning
and performing the numerical discrimination of 11 vs. 12 in a
separate training and testing group. The results obtained in the
transfer test of Experiment 1 were unexpected due to the bee’s
previous limit of differentiating between numerosities of three
and four using appetitive differential conditioning (Gross et al.,
2009) and 4 vs. 5 elements when appetitive-aversive differential
conditioning was used (Howard et al., 2019c). Thus, we aimed to
look more closely at whether they were able to discriminate these
numbers in a second experiment.

As there were no significant differences between bees trained
to quantities of 11 or 12 in either the learning test or transfer test
(one-way ANOVA; P > 0.05), the two groups were combined for
statistical analysis.
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FIGURE 7 | Performance during the learning and test phases for Experiment 2 where bees were trained and tested on their discrimination of 11 vs. 12. Data shown
are means ± (SEM). N = 10 bees were used. Black line at 50% indicates the chance level performance. (A) Results of the learning phase (before reaching criterion)
with just one bee still learning in trial blocks 70 and 80. (B) Results of the learning (gray) and transfer (white) tests. Black circles show individual results of each bee in
the tests. Significance from chance level performance is indicated by *** ≥ 0.001. There was no significant difference between the learning and transfer tests.

Learning Phase
All bees reached criterion within 72 choices, with an average of
43.3± 4.6 choices to reach criterion (n = 10; Figure 7A).

Learning Test
In the learning test, bees trained to either 11 or 12 chose the
correct stimulus with an accuracy of 65.5 ± 2.5%. The number
of correct choices made during the unreinforced learning test
were significantly higher than the chance expectation equivalent
to 50% (Z = 4.300, P < 0.001, n = 10; Figure 7B).

Transfer Test
In the transfer test, where bees were presented with numerosities
of 11 vs. 12 of novel shape and pattern bees chose the correct
stimulus with an accuracy of 63.0 ± 2.6% (Z = 3.600, P < 0.001,
n = 10; Figure 7B).

Experiment 3: Odd vs. Even
Categorization by a Simple Artificial
Neural Network
We tested our neural network architecture on a large range of
randomly generated stimuli both in terms of separation and
numerosity of signal events, with the caveat that all events
are spaced by more than 1 time step. The neural network is
capable of classifying all inputs as odd or even with 100%
accuracy from 0 to 40 elements and pulse separation 1–10.
The method can be well understood to function for arbitrary
length signals of arbitrary numerosity. Our network seems to
be functioning at a significantly higher level of specificity than
observed in bee experiments, which implies that the architecture

present in the honeybees is not as well optimized as the model
presented. The Odd and Even neurons function as conditional
logic gates that will activate or deactivate the Output neuron,
respectively, depending on its current state, whenever a new
signal pulse is detected.

DISCUSSION

Odd and even categorization of numbers is considered an abstract
and high-level numerical concept in humans (Hines, 1990;
Dehaene et al., 1993; Berch et al., 1999; Reynvoet and Brysbaert,
1999; Nuerk et al., 2004, 2005; Alards-Tomalin et al., 2016), which
builds upon diverse elements such as language, numerosity,
symbolic representations of number, memory, and algorithms.
We have shown that honeybees demonstrated an ability to learn
the concepts of odd and even and were subsequently able to
apply these concepts to categorize novel numbers by parity.
Importantly, we also showed that honeybees were able to apply
these concepts to numbers greater than the subitizing threshold.
Appetitive-aversive conditioning is likely to be an important
component of our finding (Chittka et al., 2003; Avarguès-Weber
et al., 2010a; Howard et al., 2019c), suggesting that appropriate
motivation and attention are likely to be important factors
in observing numerical abilities in animals (Howard et al.,
2019c, 2020a). We do not claim that honeybees were able to
count all elements in the stimuli to categorize the quantities
as even or odd, nor do we believe that honeybees employ
the same complex mechanisms as used by humans. Below, we
discuss several possibilities of how this task could potentially be
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performed including mathematical calculations, pattern learning,
and grouping of objects.

Studies of parity tasks in humans have often shown an
asymmetry between categorizing odd and even numbers.
Humans made significantly fewer errors and were faster when
categorizing number sequences as even when compared to odd
(Hines, 1990; Nuerk et al., 2005; Alards-Tomalin et al., 2016). Our
results from the current experiment show a significant difference
in the number of trials taken to reach criteria between the groups.
Specifically, honeybees needed a significantly lower number of
trials to reach criterion when learning to choose odd numbers as
the correct alternative compared to the group trained to choose
even numbers. This is in contrast to what is observed in humans,
who are better at categorizing numbers as even compared to
odd, and suggests that honeybees find odd categorization easier
to learn. However, following the learning phase, we found no
difference in performance level during tests between honeybees
trained to either even or odd numbers as the correct alternative.

The bees’ performance is consistent with the application of
a rule-based type mechanism for problem solving (Perry and
Barron, 2013; Howard et al., 2017a,b, 2018a), and would not be
expected if bees were using an associative mechanism to solve the
different visual problems (Howard et al., 2017a). This conclusion
is evident when considering bees trained to even numbers, as
an associative mechanism would predict they should choose the
stimulus with 11 elements which is closest to simple predictors
of the training set (i.e., 10 was the highest rewarding numerosity
they encountered, thus 11 is closer to this numerosity than 12);
whilst choices for the stimulus with 12 elements is consistent
with the application of an “even” rule-based solution to the visual
problem. Thus, we can rule out this simple associative mechanism
allowing bees to successfully perform this task, and below we
discuss the other potential mechanisms driving bee performance.

Interestingly, recent studies show that relatively complex
cognitive-like learning demonstrated by honeybees can be
achieved by simple neural networks in some cases (Cope et al.,
2018; Vasas and Chittka, 2019; MaBouDi et al., 2021). We were
similarly able to demonstrate that the categorization of odd or
even numbers can be efficiently performed to 100% accuracy with
a simple neural network, showing that it is biologically plausible
that parity tasks are accessible to animals with comparatively
small brains. A relatively complex numerical task, where bees
must learn the concepts of “greater than vs. less than” and then
value zero numerosity (Howard et al., 2018a), has been replicated
by a simple artificial neural network containing four neurons
(Vasas and Chittka, 2019). These studies suggest that complex
cognitive-like behaviors may be accessible to assumed simple
biological systems (such as the honeybee) as these tasks may
demand less brain power than previously thought, or bees may
be employing other mechanisms in order to solve the problem. In
the current study, honeybees may be solving a task that appears
relatively complex, parity categorization, in a way that does not
demand a large and complex neural network (Cope et al., 2018;
Vasas and Chittka, 2019; MaBouDi et al., 2021), suggesting that
parity processing may potentially be learnt by other animals.

There is an important distinction that we draw between
this neural network and more traditional machine learning

approaches, especially in regard to its implications for biological
systems. Neural network training is normally done from a
naïve state to a specific state by some method based on
stimulus/feedback. This implicitly draws parallels to biological
states which, while not using the same training methods, still
develop in response to feedback. Because this neural network
was generated manually there is no evidence to suggest that
similar results can be easily achievable via machine or deep
learning algorithms, or actual biological processes. However,
given that bees learnt odd and even categorization reasonably
quickly and demonstrate an asymmetry in the number of choices
to learn odd vs. even, it is reasonable to speculate that bees
may have some innate neural mechanisms to help with parity
processing. The asymmetry in learning suggests that bees may
possess an innate processing advantage for odd quantities or
have potentially previously encountered rewards linked with
odd quantities, such as petal numbers on flowers. Innate neural
mechanisms may recruit observed phasic–tonic, phasic, tonic,
and/or on–off neural responses known to process complex visual
stimulation including motion (Paulk et al., 2008) that could
stimulate pre-existing neural processes that bees may have for
efficiency in foraging tasks.

There are two principal mechanisms which have been
suggested to potentially allow for the success in humans
performing a parity task (Berch et al., 1999) and we can explore
the possibility of both in relation to the current study on bees.
The first is the use of a mental calculation strategy such as
division by two (Clark and Campbell, 1991), and the second
is the possibility of direct retrieval from semantic memory
(Dehaene et al., 1993). For example, there is a possibility that
humans can perform parity tasks based on memory which defines
numbers ending in 0, 2, 4, 6, or 8 as an even number, and
anything else as an odd number, thus bypassing the use of
counting or mathematical calculations (Dehaene et al., 1993). As
the numerosities used in the current study were non-symbolic,
it seems unlikely that a similar mechanism could be used by
honeybees to solve this task.

If success in a parity task was achieved by the use of a mental
calculation, then the magnitude of the number should impact
the response time, thus the greater the number, the greater the
response time (Dehaene et al., 1993). In our experiment, bees did
take a significantly longer time to categorize higher numbers (11
and 12) compared to lower numbers (3–8) in terms of parity,
suggesting they found the transfer task more perceptually difficult
in terms of cognitive processing or visual complexity. We can rule
out an effect of novelty causing the difference in time between the
tests as the numbers shown during both the learning and transfer
tests were not previously shown to bees during training. While
the time difference between tests could suggest that bees may
have been counting the elements or even performing a division
calculation as is observed in humans (Dehaene et al., 1993; Berch
et al., 1999), we cannot discard the possibility of bees simply
taking longer to process the more perceptually difficult stimuli,
due to the presence of more objects to assess, before making a
decision. In addition, there is no data available suggesting that
honeybees may be able to perform division calculations making
this hypothesis unlikely. Nevertheless, if bees are counting the
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elements, they may not need to perform a division calculation if
an existing brain mechanism for parity categorization is present
in the brain. The asymmetry observed in the learning phase for
the odd vs. even groups is suggestive of the bees using some
combination of pre-existing mechanisms to solve the parity task.

Increased decision-making time with more perceptually
difficult tasks has been observed in bumblebees (Spaethe et al.,
2001; Dyer and Chittka, 2004; Dyer et al., 2007) as well as
in humans (Pachella and Fisher, 1969), and honeybees do also
make speed-accuracy trade-offs (Burns and Dyer, 2008). Thus,
we are unable to determine if honeybees were using numerosity
skills, such as counting or calculations, to successfully perform
the categorization of numbers as odd or even, or, if they were
using another perceptual mechanism not requiring activation of
numerosity such as semantic memorization (discussed above),
pattern learning (discussed below) or pairing elements (discussed
below), which we consider a more likely scenario. In human
parity tasks, number magnitude, although irrelevant to the task,
has a strong effect on reaction time, therefore the reaction time
of bees could also be impacted by the magnitude of the numbers
used in the learning and transfer tests explaining the difference in
time to complete each of the tests (Dehaene et al., 1993).

There are also possibilities for completing a parity task which
are not discussed in studies on humans. For example, bees may
learn to pair elements and remember that a leftover unpaired
element may either reward or punish them. This theory would
fit with our results and the difference in time to pair lower
quantities of elements in the learning test compared to higher
quantities in the transfer test. Alternatively, perhaps bees could
learn the odd/even pattern; if a bee was trained to choose odd
numerosities, 1 is correct, but 2 is incorrect, 3 is correct and so
on, increasing in magnitude by one means a stimulus is either
correct or incorrect. Interestingly, bees have been observed to
processes some complex patterns in brief time frames suggesting
auto processing mechanisms must exist for some types of stimuli
(Srinivasan et al., 1993). Bees could potentially learn the pattern
of odd and even numbers as differing by one additional element
through the numerical continuum as resulting in a reward or
aversive outcome. In any case, many of these hypotheses require
bees to process each discrete element sequentially without re-
inspecting any of them. While such accurate processing has been
described for small quantities of items in bumblebees (MaBouDi
et al., 2020), its application to arrays of 11 or 12 objects is
definitively challenging. Further work would be necessary to
explore how bees could potentially perform this challenging
inspection task.

As bees are known to be able to categorize stimuli by symmetry
(Giurfa et al., 1996), we analyzed our stimuli using horizontal
and vertical bisections to measure symmetry between the odd
and even numerosities presented. Our results (Supplementary
Material) show that there were no significant differences in
symmetry between odd and even stimuli, either along the
horizontal or vertical planes of the images. This means that odd
or even stimuli were unable to be categorized as “odd” or “even”
by bees through the use of symmetry cues.

Finally, while there is recent debate about continuous low-
level cues impacting numerosity tasks in honeybees (Howard

et al., 2020b; Shaki and Fischer, 2020; MaBouDi et al., 2021),
it is interesting to note that the current task does not allow
honeybees use the low-level cues of surface area, perimeter,
edge length, spatial frequency, convex hull, density, or size
of elements. These cues generally correlate with increasing
magnitude, however, as a parity categorization task does
not require quantity discrimination (although magnitude can
impact accuracy and time), these cues do not predict the
correct or incorrect options. In a parity task, each quantity
is correct or incorrect depending on whether it is odd
or even and this changes with the addition of each new
element, therefore bees cannot solve the task using cues which
correlate with increasing magnitude. Despite this, the task
may still be solved with other low-level cues not correlated
with stimuli parameters, which we have yet to determine.
Further research into parity tasks in honeybees and other
animals are needed to determine the exact mechanisms and
method by which this task can be performed by non-
human animals.

Further experiments on other animal species would be
valuable in determining the connections between number,
space, processing time, and numerosity in parity tasks and
additionally explore whether this abstract mathematical
concept is accessible to other species. As there is an innate
asymmetry in parity categorization in humans (Hines, 1990;
Nuerk et al., 2005; Alards-Tomalin et al., 2016) and during
training with honeybees, such a phenomenon could also
be explored in other animals to determine whether odd
and even recognition occurs as an innate preference in
any other species. Further work would also be useful in
determining exactly how honeybees are able to learn to
categorize numerosities by parity and if it is cognitively
complex, simple, or if pre-existing neural mechanism allow
them to do it. In humans, we know the cortex plays a
major role in both number processing (Dehaene et al., 1998;
Hubbard et al., 2005; Tang et al., 2006; Piazza et al., 2007),
for example the parietal cortex (Dastjerdi et al., 2013), and
categorization (Peelen et al., 2009). However, we show here
that honeybees are capable of number parity categorization
without a cortex, strongly suggesting that alternative brain
structures can facilitate such abilities. The current results,
and other evidence that bees can reliably categorize stimuli
(Zhang et al., 2004; Benard et al., 2006; Avarguès-Weber et al.,
2010b), suggest that building neuromorphic computing
solutions with very simplified mechanisms is possible.
The advantage of such systems is that they require less
information processing resulting in reducing both time and
energy costs, thus enabling efficient deployment to operate in
complex environments.
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